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Introduction

The Institute of Automotive Engineering (FZD) at Technische Universität Darmstadt in Germany supports the Darmstadt Racing Team (DART Racing) and offers an Automotive Engineering Summer Study Abroad Program to UB Mechanical Engineering students. DART Racing participates in the Formula Student Electric (FSE) competition with a race car which is designed, developed, and manufactured by the team. The DART Racing FSE car is a single-seat, open-wheel formula car which participates in several "static" and "dynamic" events that demonstrate the car’s capabilities. There is no on-track practice allowed prior to the competitions, so the only way for a driver to become familiar with the track before competition is to walk around the track. DART Racing has identified a driving simulator as a possible solution to the problem of severely limited track knowledge. If the driver can practice on a simulated track, he or she will become familiar with the layout of the track and perform better during competition. In addition to learning the tracks, a simulator will allow the drivers to better learn the race car, as overall testing and training time is also very limited. Faster laps in the dynamic events will increase the overall score and competitiveness of DART Racing.

Drivers simulated were first developed and used in the 1950s as a low-cost alternative to highway driving tests. Simulators remove the need for a driver model and replace it with a real driver in the simulation. Having been significantly developed since then, driving simulators can be used in racing contexts to both train drivers and simulate race car setup changes. Race tracks can be quickly loaded into a simulator in which a driver can "drive" a customizable car around a simulated version of the desired race track, allowing the team to practice the race before it happens.

Objective

DART Racing required a simulator to train race driving drivers, encourage familiarization with vehicle characteristics, and to help teach specific tracks in preparation for competition events. The objective for this Advanced Design Project (ADP) was to develop hardware and software concepts for a Formula Student driving simulator that are based on systematically generated requirements. The feasibility of an IPG CarMaker based solution was investigated. Ultimately, this ADP was tasked with adapting the IPG software to fit a real-time, human-in-the-loop driving simulator application.

Development

In the concept phase, investigation of historical precedents in the field of automotive simulators and their relevance to this project was conducted. This included important information pertaining to human interaction with the simulator, especially with regards to simulator sickness and means of mitigating performance issues. This phase also involved the development of requirements and customer needs. The relevant constituents were identified, and through question-and-answer sessions, email correspondence, and other information gathering sessions, the needs were defined.

Development of the system involved experimentation within the IPG CarMaker interface, as well as within the MATLAB Simulink environment. Initial testing led to the knowledge needed to work around the built-in system, and ultimately to develop the desired simulator for this design project. With the necessary knowledge from the Simulink experimentation, the development of the simulator simply required accurate implementation of the driving system.

Investigation and Review

The investigation phase of this project revealed critical information against which this project needs to be evaluated. These primarily stemmed from research into simulator sickness, a form of motion sickness. Symptoms are a result of differences between expected visual and physical clues, and those seen on the projected surfaces. These differences are usually caused by a discrepancy between visual perception, tactile perception, and a stationary frame of reference. Different people have varying levels of tolerance to motion and simulator sickness making it difficult to predict how much sickness a simulator might cause each individual. The quantifiable triggers for simulator sickness are primarily as follows:

- A frame rate of higher than 25 fps as a minimum
- A field of vision between 50 and 180, with 120 being optimum
- Video latency of fewer than 30 ms

Methodology

Completion of the ADP followed a V-Model engineering method. This method is demonstrated visually in (Figure 1), below:

- Concept
- Requirement
- System Verification
- Test
- Final Product

Once the simulator performed satisfactorily, peripheral elements were developed. These included an automatic course generator, which converted GPS coordinates to track coordinates for use in IPG CarMaker, and a visual model for the vehicle.

Final Product

The final product is a fully functional racing simulator, including the capability to tune the vehicle, develop test tracks from data acquired on a race-day track walk, and the ability to implement new visual models from common CAD model formats.
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